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Timeframe for Project
Creating and editing 
1. Brainstorming
2. Project Management
3. Establish an outline 
a. Introduction
b. Where to find
c. Use and Integration
d. Creation/Editing/Remixing
e. Accessibility and ADA compliance
f. Common Myths
4.   Assign chapters and section 
responsibilities
5.   Collect, write and modify 
materials 
6.    Migration of chapters into 
Pressbooks
● Be aware of the Electronic to 
Print “translation”
Modifying Materials for Project
1. Review Creative Commons Licenses for accuracy
a. Citation
b. Translation from Electronic to Print
2. Review current file format for compatibility and ADA compliance
a. Need to be exported to another program
b. Separate file available for adapting the OER (ex. Microsoft Word)
3. The organization of the material may impact ease of adaptability
a. One large file vs. individual modules or chapters
b. Hyperlinks and other CCL Licensed materials may have changed location.
Slide adapted from Creating and Modifying Open Educational Resources by Affordable Learning Georgia, used under a Creative 
Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.










■ Free Version (optional account)























Tools Used for Editing
Photo editing
Video Editing
Audio and Music Editors
Publishing Tools
Pressbooks









It will always take longer than planned
Include learning curves for software that you’re using
Editing and indexing
Author agreement prior to starting the project
Extra time may be spent reviewing licenses (if adapting) and developing the POD 
option.
Self- Marketing
Publishing Resources and Recommendations
Authoring Open Textbooks, Falldin and Lauritsen, https://press.rebus.community/authoropen/
The OER Starter Kit, A. Elder, https://iastate.pressbooks.pub/oerstarterkit/
Accessibility Toolkit (2nd edition), BCcampus Open Education, 
https://opentextbc.ca/accessibilitytoolkit/
BCcampus Open Education, Support Resources-Create/Adapt OER: 
https://open.bccampus.ca/browse-our-collection/ 
Creating and Modifying Open Educational Resources, Affordable Learning Georgia: 
https://www.affordablelearninggeorgia.org/help/creating-1
